
SETTING ROLL D20
1-5 DARK FOREST
Classic, essential. Can you survive the dangerous beauty of the dark 
forest? Theres probably big spiders!
6-10 CASTLE CITY
The biggest city in the realm, anything can happen in the big city. It’s 
like all nooks and crannys. Dont get in the middle of a guild dispute!like all nooks and crannys. Dont get in the middle of a guild dispute!
11-15 UNDERWATER KINGDOM
Mermaids, temple ruins, octopuses! What lurks in the darkest deep? 
Can you ride a shark?
16-20 VOLCANO TOWN
It’s getting hot, hot, hot in this mountain side village,caves, lava 
rivers, rock snakes, you know.

THREAT ROLL D20
1-5 SUDDEN CASTLE
A supernatural castle has appeared out of nowhere and now the dead 
have started to rise! INVESTIGATE!
6-10 NATURAL DISASTERS!
Earrthquakes, hurricanes and more have overtkaen the realm and they 
are getting worse. are they natural disasters? or SUPER-natural?are getting worse. are they natural disasters? or SUPER-natural?
11-15 SLEEPY PEEPLES
The entire kingdom is asleep in an enchated slumber! All except the 
queen who is “totally not a witch”
16-20 CIVIL WAR
Two factions of the kingdom are in a war that will destroy them all!
How can you stop it? Can one person make a difference?

HAIR FULLNESS D20
1-7 Your hair is pretty thin. You have full 
coverage just not much thickness. You’ve 
tried many hairstyles in your life but generally 
return to you a long ponytail because of ease 
and as overcompensation for feeling like you 
don’t have a ton of hair. But it looks really don’t have a ton of hair. But it looks really 
good and you wear it well
8-13 iIt’s fine. Not something you’ve ever 
worried about, but not something anyone’s 
ever complimented you on either.
14-20 You have a very very thick and luscious 
hair. You get lots of compliments on it, but you 
honestly wish it wasn’t so thick so it would honestly wish it wasn’t so thick so it would 
be easier to deal with on a daily basis.

WEAPON ROLL D20
1-5 FISTS roll for nicknames for fists
         1-5 Tony and Maria 
         6-10 Captain smash & Mister blammo
         11-15 ham and salami (because I’m
about to make a face sandwich)
         16 - 20 shame and regret (because          16 - 20 shame and regret (because 
that’s what i feel when i resort to violence)
6-10 BATTLE AXE(huge)
You have to take one extra nap per day 
because of the weight you carry around 
makes you way tired. 
11-15 SUPER LONG FINGERNAILS. Can 
also be used for climbing. But vanity of also be used for climbing. But vanity of 
your fingernails is a personal weakness. 
16-20 SO MANY KNIVES. Endless supply. 
But in every conversation you must resist 
a powerful compulsion to talk about the 
newest knife you got cause it’s so cool. 

CALLING ROLL D20
1-5 Bounty hunter- Roll for how many 
people you’ve killed Think about that. 
How does that make you feel?

6-10 Knight – a knights entire existence 
is defined by loyalty. Either to a king or 
daddy or any powerful leader. You daddy or any powerful leader. You 
choose.  Disadvantage - anytime you 
ever make a choice about anything you 
must roll for it because you’re letting 
your king choose for you because you 
have given up all free will in this lifetime.

11-15 Sorcerer - You have magic powers 
because a dark powerful demon inhabits because a dark powerful demon inhabits 
your body like a parasite. Roll for what 
demon-
1-5 The dark god of thieves inhabits you. You cannot 
resist stealing things. like, anything you see.
6-10 Actually possesed by ghost of someone you 
wronged. It is just fucking with you.
11-15  A small consortium of demons live inside of 11-15  A small consortium of demons live inside of 
you and are ALWAYS fighting like roomates.
16-20 No demon, you’re just crazy

16-20  Rogue
You are super sneaky, but the downside is
people frequently don’t even notice your 
around. It can be a bummer.

CREATE YOUR CHARACTER! ROLL OR CHOOSE!

By Chris Yule & from the super great podcast FINISH IT!

USING MAGIC - Just make up whatever. Like seriously \anything 
goes magic is dumb like that. Like you can say I turn my hands into 
crows,  And like you can totally do that. You just have to deAL with 
the consequences. Also it’s a 50-50 roll to see if it works.

HAVE AND ADVENTURE! ROLL OR CHOOSE!BLAST!FANTASY


